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Reading
Here I am. I can be the new manager.
Take it, please. It’s about me.

It’s nice to meet you, Ms. Kinsley. My
name is Daniel. Do you need a manager?

1

2
Yes, we do.

Oh! Is it your CV? Okay. Let me read it.
I’m fair and I have blue eyes. I’m tall and slim. I’m well-built. I’m
very handsome. I can be a great manager!

This is not a CV. This is
your picture.

3

4
Yes, it is!

These aren’t important for us. .................

Test

UNIT 1

1. Which of the following can be the paper
Daniel gives to Ms. Kinsley?
A)

B)

3. Which of the following CANNOT fill in the
blank in the dialogue?
A) What can you say about your personality?
B) What do you look like?
C) Let’s talk about your last job.
D) Tell me about your university grades.

C)

D)

4. Which of the following does the underlined
word in the dialogue refer to?
A) Daniel’s hobbies
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A)

B)

B) Daniel’s habits
C) Daniel’s nationality
D) Daniel’s appearance

5. According to the dialogue, Daniel - - - - .
C)

D)

Complete the sentence.
A) is a manager
B) needs a picture
C) wants a job
D) is a fat and tall man
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2. Which of the following shows the job Daniel
and Ms. Kinsley talk about?

Writing
EXERCISE 1: Michael is also at the interview and Ms. Kinsley asks him: ‘Why should we give the job to you,
not Daniel?’ Write 5 comparative sentences Michael can say to compare himself with Daniel.
e.g. (punctual)

I’m more punctual than Daniel.

1. (smart)		

								
I’m smarter than Daniel.

2. (honest)		

								
I’m more honest than Daniel.

3. (easy-going)

								
I’m more easy-going than Daniel.

4. (hardworking) 								
I’m more hardworking than Daniel.
5. (polite)		

								
I’m more polite than Daniel.

EXERCISE 2: Michael got the job. He meets his new friends at work. Look at their pictures and read about
their actions. Then write short sentences about their appearances and personalities.

e.g. Trey is always late for work and he doesn’t always tell the truth.
Trey is handsome with brown hair and brown eyes, but he isn’t very
punctual and honest.

1. Amelia never tells lies. She shares her things with other people. She
likes helping others.
											
Amelia is beautiful with blonde hair and blue eyes. Also, she is
											
honest, generous and helpful.
2. Zahra has got many friends because she always uses nice words like
‘thank you’ or ‘please’.
											
Zahra has got a headscarf. She is friendly and polite.
											

3. Emma always thinks about herself and she never changes her mind.
											
selfish.

4. Zoey likes going out with her friends. Also, she makes really nice
jokes and she always smiles.
											
Zoey is fat and fair. She is outgoing, cheerful and funny.
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Emma is slim and she has got red hair. Also, She is stubborn and

